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Access Free Psychic Case Files Solving The Psychic Mysteries Behind Unsolved Cases
As recognized, adventure as with ease as experience just about lesson, amusement, as capably as conformity can be gotten by just checking out a book Psychic Case Files Solving The Psychic
Mysteries Behind Unsolved Cases also it is not directly done, you could say you will even more as regards this life, going on for the world.
We provide you this proper as well as easy pretentiousness to get those all. We come up with the money for Psychic Case Files Solving The Psychic Mysteries Behind Unsolved Cases and numerous books
collections from ﬁctions to scientiﬁc research in any way. in the middle of them is this Psychic Case Files Solving The Psychic Mysteries Behind Unsolved Cases that can be your partner.

KEY=CASE - DEANNA FERGUSON
PSYCHIC CASE FILES
SOLVING THE PSYCHIC MYSTERIES BEHIND UNSOLVED CASES
Hodder & Stoughton Missing persons, mystery suicides, haunted houses and murder...Tony Stockwell is regularly asked by victims of crime and their families, to use his psychic
powers to help investigate cases, often criminal, that have not yielded to conventional methods. In this fascinating collection, he opens his case ﬁles, including: "Suicide or Murder?"
in which, at the request of a family, Tony investigates the death of a young boy who was killed in an apparent suicide, which Tony believes involved foul play. In "Missing Children",
two children mysteriously disappear while their mother's back is turned. Years later, Tony reads for her and ﬁnds a clue to their whereabouts...And many more...This is a treasure
trove for anyone who is interested in the realm beyond our own.

A MIND FOR MURDER
THE REAL-LIFE FILES OF A PSYCHIC INVESTIGATOR
Hampton Roads Publishing The only psychic ever to lecture at the FBI Academy, Noreen Renier has assisted law-enforcement oﬃcials all over the world, working on more than 400
criminal cases. From the discovery and development of her unique talents to becoming a respected ﬁgure in the police community, this is the true account of Noreen Renier's
remarkable life and career. Included here are the stories of:Her prediction of the assassination attempt on Ronald Reagan.The client who was a professional mercenary.The police
oﬃcer suspected of being a rapist and murderer.Her involvement in the Laci Peterson murder (she told the police where to ﬁnd the body)A Mind for Murder has all the elements of
true crime, memoir, and psychic mystery.

A MIND FOR MURDER
THE REAL-LIFE FILES OF A PSYCHIC INVESTIGATOR
Hampton Roads Publishing "A psychic relates her dealings with police and FBI to solve murders and missing persons cases"--Provided by publisher.

SPIRITED
Hodder & Stoughton The extraordinary life and supernatural times of one of the UK's top psychics - star of Psychic School, Street Psychic and Psychic Detective. Even as a child, Tony
Stockwell knew that he was diﬀerent and that he had been born to do something special with his life. His ﬁrst out-of-body experience was when he was a baby and he met his ﬁrst
spirit person when he was seven. He has been working as a medium for 18 years and, in his hugely successful TV series Street Psychic, he used his astonishing gift to deliver
accurate, deeply personal messages from loved ones in the world of spirit to randomly picked passers-by. Tony's autobiography answers ageless questions like:`What happens to us
after we die?', `What happens to animals and pets?', `Are there such things as evil spirits?', `How can we overcome our fear of death?' and `Can we all communicate with our loved
ones in the life hereafter?' With this fascinating insight into life here and beyond, Tony Stockwell shows us all that there truly is more in heaven and earth...
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PSYCHIC SLEUTHS
ESP AND SENSATIONAL CASES
Examines the use of psychic powers in crime solving, and discusses the activities of speciﬁc psychics and the methods they use to obtain information about particular cases

REAL LIFE PSYCHIC DETECTIVES
TRUE CRIME STORIES OF CLAIRVOYANTS SOLVING MURDER CASES
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform They have a vision of a crime being committed, they can see the scene, they can feel the perpetrator, the victim. They know something no
one can. They are called clairvoyant, psychic, or medium. Often frowned upon, psychic investigators are called in to help solve a case that has gone cold, and when they do help
solve a crime, families can get justice for their loved ones and know what happened. More and more, they become involved in police work to support an investigation or are hired by
families of a victim who need answers on what happened. They call it extrasensory perception. But, when worried families hire dogged paranormal private investigators to look into
the disappearance of their loved ones, they just call it "getting results." It is usually when all other means have been exhausted that these desperate people ﬁnd themselves laying
bare their tragic circumstances to a clairvoyant-and their success rate is nothing to sneeze at! In this book, we examine twelve cases that would have gone unsolved if not for the
intervention of a psychic detective. Discover these 12 thought-provoking, incredible true stories of clairvoyant crime solving. Some of the cases you will ﬁnd inside include: Noreen
Renier helps solve the execution-style murder of an elderly couple Carol Pate connects the dots regarding the murder of a ﬂorist Ashley Howley's post-mortem psychic reading Phil
Jordan unveils the mystery behind a tragedy at a picnic Rosemarie Kerr helps with the mystery of Andre Daigle's Last Night Out The psychic gamble of Rose Kopp Micki Dahne
contributes to the solving of a jewel thievery Scroll back up and grab your copy today!

VISION IMPOSSIBLE
A PSYCHIC EYE MYSTERY
Penguin Abby Cooper's next mission may truly be impossible... Abby Cooper, the FBI's newest Civilian Proﬁler, is adding Spy to her resume. The military's digital photography
software that captures one's aura- just like Abby can-sits in a drone aircraft that's been stolen. It's a major breach in security as every country's leader can be identiﬁed by their
aura... Abby springs into action to stop the criminals before they set their diabolical plan into motion, while making herself a prime target.

PSYCHIC DETECTIVES AND PSYCHIC CRIMES
TRUE REPORTS OF THE STRANGE AND UNKNOWN
Digital Parchment Press True accounts of psychic detectives and psychic crimes from the pages of the world's leading magazine of the paranormal! Increasingly, when police are baﬄed
by unsolvable crimes, they turn to psychics of proven ability for assistance. Working with clues provided by those with extraordinary paranormal gifts, oﬃcers have gone on to
apprehend the guilty and, in many cases, free the wrongly accused. Sometimes a crime was committed by psychic or paranormal means, baﬄing the most seasoned detectives—in
which case paranormal means may be the only way of bringing the criminal to justice. Fate is the longest-running and most widely-respected magazine devoted to the paranormal.
During its 66 years as the leading publication in its ﬁeld, Fate has published expert opinions and personal experiences relating to UFOs, psychic abilities, ghosts and hauntings,
cryptozoology, alternative medicine, divination methods, belief in the survival of personality after death, predictive dreams, telepathic communication, and other paranormal topics.
Many of these challenge our very concept of reality, suggesting at the very least that this world is a far stranger place than most of us suspect. For this volume of our Best of Fate
series, the editors of the magazine open their ﬁles to examine true accounts of crimes—often acts of murderous violence—both perpetrated and solved by paranormal means. Here,
gathered from the over seven hundred issues of Fate, are some of the most impressive instances of psychic crime-solving and psychic crimes, oﬀering hours of fascinating reading
for anyone interested in the strange, the paranormal or the occult. A must-read book!
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A GLIMPSE OF EVIL
A PSYCHIC EYE MYSTERY
Penguin Professional psychic Abigail Cooper is about to discover that some cold cases are better oﬀ dead... As the FBI's newest Civilian Proﬁler, Abby Cooper is using her powers of
intuition to help solve a backlog of the bureau's cold cases. But when she's the only one who's convinced that several separate cold cases are related, she'll have to call on every
intuitive bone in her body before she's the one put on ice...

RINGS ON HER FINGERS
Willow Hill Books Four best friends, two pesky ghosts, and one spiteful ex Toss in an ancestral home that’s falling apart at the seams and Julie Hayward has hit her limit. A total
pragmatist, Julie has no time for anything that sparks of woo woo, until an unplanned meeting with a psychic medium changes everything. The last thing Julie needs is a set of
cryptic clues to a lost family fortune and another man underfoot. Enter Tyler Kingsley. Former journalist with a nose for news. What red-blooded man could resist a beautiful woman,
or a treasure hunt? When Tyler realizes Julie is in danger, he decides to do whatever it takes to help her. Even if it means losing his heart. Grab your copy of the ﬁrst book in this
enchanting, romantic cozy mystery series because you want to live in a world where four best friends ﬁnd love, adventure, humor, and suspense. Series keywords: cozy mystery,
psychic romance mystery comedy, sweet romance, funny romantic paranormal mystery, romantic mystery ghosts, romantic mystery aura reader, light romantic suspense, spirits,
ghosts, tarot reader, romance series, romantic comedy series, paranormal romance, cozy romantic mystery series, for fans of Nora Roberts, romance mystery books, romance
novels, cozy mystery series, cozy romance, romantic mystery, ghostly mystery, feel-good mystery, uplit, small town mystery, women sleuths, female protagonists, haunted
mysteries, romantic mystery series.

MAGGIE RISING
ADVENTURES OF A PART-TIME PSYCHIC
Aylwords A paranormal mystery with sass, MAGGIE RISING asks all kinds of fascinating questions-and even answers a few. Seventeen-year-old Maggie grew up learning the art of
psychic reading from her Great Aunt Betty. Now in her senior year, she works part-time as a psychic, hoping to put herself through college, but it's just for fun. There's no such thing
as true psychic awareness . . . or is there? When Maggie befriends a ghost and is arrested for her new friend's murder, the two girls-one dead and the other in jail-have to solve an
ugly crime and persuade the police to believe them when they discover the truth. And Maggie thought calculus would be tough!

NIGHT OF LA LLORONA
Club Lighthouse Publishing

EMBRACING ETERNITY
Hodder & Stoughton Top TV psychic Tony Stockwell brings us more incredible stories of life after death, as well as inspirational advice on how to channel the power of the spirit realm.
Tony's work brings him into contact with people from all over the world who look to him for insight into the continuing existence of their departed loved ones. His awesome abilities
to connect with the spirits are truly inspirational and in Embracing Eternity, the follow up to his hugely successful memoir Spirited, he shares those stories of connection and
comfort. There are also fascinating case studies showcasing Tony's techniques and advice on how we can all embrace our latent powers to explore the spirit realms. Moving and
awe-inspiring, this is a fascinating glimpse of the world beyond the grave.

THE IMPERFECT PSYCHIC: A DUBIOUS DEATH (THE IMPERFECT PSYCHIC COZY MYSTERY SERIES—BOOK 1)
Ashley King THE IMPERFECT PSYCHIC: A DUBIOUS DEATH is the debut novel in a charming new cozy mystery series by Ashley King. Charlotte Vale, 30, a psychic from New York City,
has a dubious gift—her vision, not always accurate, often leaves her customers more confused than happy. When Charlotte, at a crossroads, gets a vision on what she should do
next in life, she follows it, and it leads her to a quaint town upstate, her beloved cat and companion Oliver by her side. Quiet and peaceful, the town oﬀers the exact escape she
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needed. And when her own vision leads her to a charming historic for sale, she spontaneously decides to buy it and follow her forever dream of running a bed and breakfast. But
Charlotte is in way over her head. Desperate to keep it running, she is forced to rely on her psychic abilities once again, and decides to open a psychic booth once again. Everything
ﬁnally seems to be going her way—when a shocking murder puts her right in the middle of the crime. Now Charlotte must solve the case—or lose her bed and breakfast, her clients,
and her future. A page-turning cozy mystery, packed with mystery, a touch of the supernatural and humor—THE IMPERFECT PSYCHIC is an un-putdownable cozy that will keep you
turning pages (and laughing out loud) late into the night. Books #2-#4 are also available!

THE CASE OF THE PSYCHIC HAMSTER
SECRET FILE #4
Simon and Schuster The members of the Freaky Joe Club return to the Edith R. Hammerrocker Elementary School, where they try to ﬁgure out the mystery of the Hammerrocker
Hamsters.

THE MYSTERY CHRONICLES
MORE REAL-LIFE X-FILES
University Press of Kentucky " With a foreword by James Randi Paranormal investigator Joe Nickell has spent more than thirty years solving the world’s most perplexing mysteries. This
new casebook reveals the secrets of the Winchester Mystery House, the giant Nazca drawings of Peru, the Shroud of Turin, the “Mothman” enigma, the Amityville Horror house, the
vicious goatsucking El Chupacabras, and numerous other “unexplainable” paranormal phenomena. Nickell has traveled far and wide to solve cases, which include a weeping icon in
Russia, the elusive Bigfoot-like “yowie” in Australia, the reputed power of a headless saint in Spain, and an “alien hybrid” in Germany. He has gone undercover—often in
disguise—to reveal the tricks of those who pretend to talk to the dead, accompanied a Cajun guide into a Louisiana swamp in search of a fabled monster, and gained an audience
with a voodoo queen. Superstar psychic medium John Edward, pet psychic Sonya Fitzpatrick, evangelist and healer Benny Hinn, and many other well-known ﬁgures have found
themselves under Nickell’s careful scrutiny. The Mystery Chronicles examines more than three dozen intriguing mysteries. Nickell uses a hands-on approach and the scientiﬁc
method to steer between the extremes of mystery mongering and debunking. His investigative skills have won him both acclaim and controversy during his long career as one of the
world’s foremost paranormal investigators.

MISSING & PRESUMED DEAD
A PSYCHIC'S SEARCH FOR JUSTICE
Llewellyn Worldwide Take a rare insider’s look at a mysterious world most people have only seen on television. Join Gale St. John on her amazing journey as a psychic sleuth who has
helped ﬁnd missing persons from Ohio to Kathmandu, with victims ranging from innocent young children to Maﬁa bosses. Missing and Presumed Dead shows you how Gale is able to
tune in to a missing person, describing what she sees, hears, and feels to detect whether the individual is alive or not. Discover her extensive work with specially trained dogs that
search for the missing. Experience high proﬁle cases, including the ones where spirits help Gale save lives. Each extraordinary account—from those that made national headlines to
those that are still unsolved—sheds light on the dramatic life of a psychic detective. Praise: “The heart-pounding suspense will keep you turning pages thinking you know the
answers, while realizing nothing is like it seems.”—Marta Sosa, producer and host of the online radio show “Missing in America”

ADVANCES IN PARAPSYCHOLOGICAL RESEARCH 10
McFarland This book consists of a collection of essays informing readers as to the contemporary status of selected cutting-edge issues in parapsychology (or "psi research"). Each
chapter comprehensively reviews a controversial topic from a critical stance, and updates its status based on the latest theoretical and empirical considerations. Chapter authors
are authoritative experts in their ﬁelds who have captured the complexity and importance of their topics. This is a resource for both the serious scholar and interested follower of
psi research, containing in-depth analyses and discussions of topics that cannot be found elsewhere. Topics include cross-examinations of psychical investigations; a meta-analysis
of anomalous information collected by mediums; an examination of the relationships between parapsychology, quantum theory and neuroscience; and a study of psychics'
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involvement in police investigations.

SAVING JOHN DOE
A PARANORMAL KITTEN COZY MYSTERY
Independently Published An unconventional sleuth - a meditating Suﬁ psychic with no control over her powers - a paranormal kitten - a dead body. Will Riza be able to ﬁgure out the
killer before it is too late? I recognized "John Doe" the moment the coroner pulled him out of the morgue's fridge. If only I could also ﬁgure out why he had desperately been calling
me a few days before he took his one-way trip to oblivion. Or so I thought . . . until his ghost returned to haunt me in my meditation sessions. Hello, I am Riza Strong, a twentythree-year-old occasional psychic, and my visions of the dead person are giving me a terrible time. Until recently, the only good thing in my life was perhaps my cute kitten, Misty.
And I am lucky to have great mentors at the Odd Puzzle Club - a bunch of genius retired ladies who love solving puzzles. After being ﬁred recently from an FBI internship, all I
wanted to do was to sit back and relax in my Boston area apartment. Unlike most psychics, who actually know how to handle their powers, my powers have a life of their own.
Others can meet ghosts, can have visions whenever they touch objects. I have no control over when my powers work, and no idea why do I have them. Now, faced with a dead body
in an unfamiliar State border town, I have to ﬁgure out how to convince the police that the man was murdered, as well as exonerate him and ﬁnd the murderer before the case is
closed forever or I am kicked out of the town. My visions just come and go. And they are not helping at all! Saving John Doe is the ﬁrst in "The Occasional Psychic Cozy Mysteries"
series. If you like cute ﬂuﬀy animals, a small town with a lot of secrets, and murders paired with exotic dishes and caﬀeine, then you'll love the ﬁrst installment in Riza Strong's
Occasional Psychic Cozy Mysteries.

INTUITION
ITS POWERS AND PERILS
Yale University Press How reliable is our intuition? How much should we depend on gut-level instinct rather than rational analysis when we play the stock market, choose a mate, hire
an employee, or assess our own abilities? In this engaging and accessible book, David G. Myers shows us that while intuition can provide us with useful—and often
amazing—insights, it can also dangerously mislead us. Drawing on recent psychological research, Myers discusses the powers and perils of intuition when: • judges and jurors
determine who is telling the truth; • mental health workers predict whether someone is at risk for suicide or crime; • coaches, players, and fans decide who has the hot hand or the
hot bat; • personnel directors hire new employees; • psychics claim to be clairvoyant or to have premonitions; • and much more.

GRAVE RESERVATIONS
A NOVEL
Simon and Schuster "Meet Leda Foley; Devoted friend, struggling travel agent, sometime psychic. When Leda, proprietor of Foley's Flights of Fancy, books Seattle PD Grady Merritt on
a ﬂight back from Orlando, she does not expect it to change her life. When Grady watches the plane he was set to travel on catch ﬁre while he remains safely in the airport, he seeks
out Leda, and despite her rather scattershot premonitions, he enlists her help in investigating a cold case he just can't crack. But Leda has her own reasons for helping: her ﬁancé
Tod was murdered under mysterious circumstances several years ago. Her psychic abilities weren't good then, but now she's been honing them at her favorite bar's open-mic nights,
where she draws a crowd klairvoyant karaoke-singing whatever song comes to mind after holding other patrons' personal eﬀects. With a rag-tag group of bar patrons and friends,
Leda and Grady set out to catch a killer--and ﬁnd that the two cases that haunt them may have more in common than they think"--

FATED FOR FELONY
When three newbie agents at the Austin's FBI cold-case bureau resent having to work alongside a psychic consultant, Abby Cooper ﬁnds herself in hot water after they contact
super-popular podcaster Mike Toscano--a former agent and huge skeptic of Abby's abilities.To prove that she's the real deal, Abby will have to solve Toscano's oldest--and coldest-case, and she'll have to do it on air with millions of Toscano's fans critiquing her every move. To make matters worse, the D.C. brass is threatening to shut down the Austin oﬃces if
Abby doesn't bring home a win.But helping to solve the unsolvable is what Abby does best, and she'll be bringing her A-game to Toscano's podcast. The only trouble is the killer
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could be listening...

INTUITION AND PSYCHIC ABILITY: YOUR SPIRITUAL GPS
Discover something Scientists have been trying to understand for years?the ?true reason? behind intuition and psychic ability! Whether you consider yourself a beginner or
advanced, ?Intuition & Psychic Ability: Your Spiritual GPS? will answer questions you probably didn't even know you had. *Learn how your psychic senses are most likely already
aﬀecting you and your life. *Find out how to harness and develop your own psychic ability. *Packed full of information and exercises, you will begin to understand how to use your
intuition and psychic ability in a way which you have never known before. *You might have a psychic gift you never even knew about?until now! *The purpose of this book is to
educate you, and help you to eﬀectively develop this ability in such a way that will enhance your everyday life. Allowing you to live your life the best way possible!

DUPLICITY
iUniverse Duplicity tells the story of Carlos, '60's counterculture refugee, who earns a meager living as a psychic detective in New York City in the '90's. Prompted by a message seen
on a blackboard, Carlos embarks on the kind of case he relishes--a mystery from the past. In 1930, New York Supreme Court Judge Joseph Crater vanished, never to be seen again.
Aided by psychic friends, Carlos seeks out Crater's spirit. Angry at being called to answer questions, the spirit issues a warning: Carlos will learn Crater's fate, but will suﬀer for it.
The mystery follows Carlos, revealing Crater's past of violence, dual personality and psychic murder. Powerfully intermingling the lives and consciousness of two men--one dead and
the other alive--Duplicity demonstrates the power of the dead over the living. For Carlos, it's a journey into pos-session by an evil spirit and the merging of his personality with
Crater's reliving the last days of the missing man's life--revealing themes of disappearance, dualities of existence, and personal disintegration, ending with Crater's death--and
perhaps Carlos' death as well.

THE GHOST SHIP
BoD – Books on Demand Reprint of the adventure novel originally released in 1903.

YOUR OWN NEURON
A TOUR OF YOUR PSYCHIC BRAIN
Neuro Cookies Your Own Neuron is a daring adventure of parapsychology through the darkest and most enigmatic regions of the human mind. The human mind possesses various
mysterious abilities that are often considered as science ﬁction. In this book the author investigates the foggy world of paranormal activities with the tools of modern neuroscience.
International bestselling author, Neuroscientist Abhijit Naskar elucidates how the bizarre parapsychological phenomena such as telepathy, clairvoyance, precognition, premonition,
afterlife do not possess any kind of paranormal element after all. The book illustrates the hardcore biological foundation behind all kinds of paranormal experiences. These
fascinating experiences are the gift from Mother Nature that make human beings the most inexplicable species on planet earth.

PSYCHIC DETECTIVES
THE MYSTERIOUS USE OF PARANORMAL PHENOMENA IN SOLVING TRUE CRIMES
Readers Digest Looks at psychics who assist law enforcement in solving crimes details their tools and techniques, from decoding symbols in dreams to listening to voices from the
grave, and provides proﬁles of the world's top crime-solving psychics.

PSYCHICS, SENSITIVES AND SOMNAMBULES
A BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY WITH BIBLIOGRAPHIES
McFarland Claimants of paranormal abilities have always attracted controversy and fascination, and sometimes rigorous study by scientists. Charles Bailey, an Australian medium,
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was seemingly able to materialize diﬀerent objects—animate and inanimate—under conditions which made it diﬃcult to conceive how they could have been normally produced.
Sumitra Singh, a woman of Northern India who in 1984 became subject to epileptic-type seizures, claimed to be possessed by spirits of the dead. Franck Kluski was a Polish poet,
banker and physical medium who specialized in both human and animal materializations. This biographical dictionary contains proﬁles of 330 psychics worldwide from Tony Agpaoa
to Elenor Zugun, each accompanied by a bibliography listing the primary sources consulted. The primary focus is on those claimed psychics who have ﬁgured prominently in the
history of the subject, though some lesser-known ﬁgures are included to show how rich, varied, and colorful that history has been. The aim throughout is to present each case as
fairly and dispassionately as the facts allow, with a particular eye for accuracy in details and presentation. The approach is historical, not apologetic or accusatory, making the work
ideally suited as a permanent reference.

MOONLIGHT BAY PSYCHIC MYSTERIES
Introducing Miranda Wylder... A Psychic/Medium and Crime Novelist who inadvertently gets tangled up in Murder!From the author of the Darcy Sweet Mystery Series.Miranda
Wylder is on her way up. Life is good for the Psychic/Medium Crime Novelist with one successful novel already and a second on its way up the charts.She likes to ﬂy under the radar
where her psychic abilities are concerned, preferring to be known only for her writing ability. But when her best friend, Kyle Hunter, is killed right in her own backyard everything
about her life changes. Accused of his murder she must use her psychic abilities, along with help from Kyle's ghost, to solve his murder.Now that everyone in Melbourne knows what
she can do Miranda ﬂees the city to go live in Moonlight Bay. She hopes that she will be able to live a quiet life there where nobody knows what she can do.How wrong could she be?
This is just the beginning...!Books 1-6 (Short Reads) in The Moonlight Bay Psychic Mystery Series:Book 1 - A Friend in DeathBook 2 - Death on the RocksBook 3 - Feature
Presentation: DeathBook 4 - Manor of DeathBook 5 - Death by Chocolate CakeBook 6 - A-Maze-Ing Death

PETAL TO THE METAL
Independently Published Forty-two-year-old Mia Thorne is not living her best life. After a disastrous career-and-relationship-ending event, she escapes New York City and moves to a
sleepy river town in Pennsylvania, courtesy of a dead aunt she never knew. Aunt Hazel was the reclusive family nut, a self-proclaimed psychic. Of course, Mia's dad always told her
that she, too, had the gift, but after his death, her mother made sure to squelch the notion. No square pegs allowed! Aunt Hazel's old cottage is only slightly better than the
decrepit gardens surrounding it. Mia doesn't know the ﬁrst thing about gardening and expects this will be one more failure on her seemingly endless list. Even Aunt Hazel's ancient
cat seems to have pegged her as a loser. When Mia stumbles over a body in the overgrown garden, the newcomer catches the eye of the police chief and his hotshot detective,
Derek Fairfax, and she becomes the number one suspect in the case. Much to her shock and awe, she also catches the eye of Derek's brother, Dane, a lawyer with a head for what's
legal and a bod for what isn't-but getting arrested for murder would certainly put a damper on her dating life. Will Mia tap into her long-buried psychic skills in order to save herself
or will she end up digging her own grave? Petal to the Metal is the ﬁrst book in The Bloomin' Psychic series.Other series by Annabel Chase: SpellboundSpellbound Ever AfterStarry
Hollow WitchesMidlife Magic Cocktail ClubPandora's PrideDemonspawn AcademySpellslingers Academy of MagicDivine Place

THE HAPPY FOOLS
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform A devoted employee of the FIA (Federal Intelligence Agency), Eurian lives a comfortable and secure life, spanned with bureaucratic conﬂicts
and desires for promotion. He will ﬁnd himself thrust into an international conﬂict to track down and stop a subversive cyberterrorist movement. His desire for a foreign assignment
will ﬁnally be met, but not in the way he expected. Assigned to Kerploueck, a sleepy village at the far edge of the world, he will be forced to let go of the comfort and stability of his
previous lifestyle. With this temporary assignment, the complacent bureaucrat ﬁnds himself a spy-but with none of the excitement and adventure he had dreamed of. He now must
ﬁnd new objectives to survive this wholly uninteresting assignment. What happens to the FIA and to the success of the worldwide search for the subversive cyber-terrorists will
slowly drift away from Eurian's mind. Interestingly enough, when this book was started, internet spying, hacking, and cyberterrorism were rhetorical discussions. Today, we live in a
diﬀerent reality. Truth and facts are not as important as swaying unmindful, gullible populations. George Orwell's "alternative facts" are common place and universally acceptable.
With the ocean of information now accessible to anyone, individuals, organizations, and even governments are scrambling to control its sources and promulgate their agendas. This
is the essence of "The Happy Fools." Following Eurian and his unanticipated quest for truth, many topics of modern society will be discussed. This book also serves as a compendium
of the latest technologies, sciences, ideas and movements. Focusing primarily on the most pertinent latest developments, each providing hope and insights that could change our
lives. The underlying prerequisite of being happy is to avoid stress and the unknown. Therein lies a potential philosophical issue. Shutting the doors to outside turmoil, to world
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problems and issues, is a good safeguard for happiness. Close-mindedness brings conﬁdence, as the world's problems appear simple and the solutions two-sided. Inversely,
knowledge creates a spirit of inquiry, a burning desire for more knowledge, spurring new questions that beg for answers, ultimately resulting in a loss of conviction and an
understanding that we will never truly understand the world in its endless complexities. Do we choose closed-minded conﬁdence, or a life dedicated to the pursuit of knowledge with
the uncertainties, frustrations, and complexities that it yields?

THE TURTLE MOUND MURDER
An IF Mystery Rebecca, a recent divorcâee, goes with her best friends Penny Sue and Ruthie to New Smyrna Beach, but when the women become suspects in the murder of a Turtle
Patrol opponent, they must hunt for the real killer in order to clear their names.

THE RETURN OF THE SANTA FE SUPER CHIEF
Createspace Independent Pub Roger Storm has it all: money, a beautiful ﬁancee, and a career as an advertising executive for a major airline. But when a mysterious stranger dressed in
a 1940s train porter's uniform convinces him to restore the Santa Fe Super Chief, America's most famous old luxury train, for one last run from Chicago to Los Angeles, Roger's life
will never be the same. Given a guest list and orders to arrange for all of the expenses out of his own pocket, Roger will risk certain ﬁnancial ruin in order to ﬁnd out shocking
revelations about his own life and attain a happiness he never knew was missing. Field of Dreams meets An Aﬀair to Remember on a mystical train ride. Infused with a magical
realism and spirituality that is missing from most books, this is a truly touching novel that opens our eyes to the sometimes supernatural forces that mysteriously and unexpectedly
give us glimpses of heaven while providing healing and hope. With an endearing urge to touch readers in a way that few novels can, author Douglas Folsom does an excellent job of
making readers actually experience the underlying message in his heartwarming tale. Genre: Magical Realism, Mystery, Romance, Spiritual. Tone: Heartwarming, Inspirational,
Romantic, and Nostalgic.

THE BAD CANADIAN
IN A PLACE OF PEACEDURING A TIME OF WARTHE UNFORGIVEN WILL NOT GO FORGOTTEN.Edenville, 1940. In a rural hamlet where the majority of men are overseas to ﬁght Hitler's
Nazi war machine, someone is killing veterans of the ﬁrst world war. Wartime Special Constable 'Lame' Eddie Sommers, a crippled rich boy and the butt of derision, is doing his best
to ﬁll a uniform he believes in, yet wears too large. Inexperienced and out of his depth, he turns to a former detective and veteran of the western front for assistance.Involving
Marshall Geary might be his biggest mistake.Marshall wears a copper mask, as much to hide behind as to conceal his disﬁgurements. He struggles against howling ﬂashbacks and
the lingering stench of his own concealed crimes.In a town meant for sanctuary, repressed horrors awaken like worms in a collapsing coﬃn. The closer they get to the truth, the
nearer everyone is dragged to their limits, their failings and their buried pasts.

SILENT ENEMIES
Createspace Independent Pub Cordosa, a small village in Brazil's most southern state of Rio Grande do Sul, is experiencing traumatic illness and loss of life from unknown causes. The
population of landless farmers is slowly deteriorating. Jake Parker, ex U.S. Army Intelligence Oﬃcer, is assigned as a photojournalist to investigate the possible causes. What he
soon discovers is that he will be watched, manipulated and harassed by high ranking United States government oﬃcials who will stop at nothing to gain revenge within their own
ranks. With lives hanging in the balance, Jake ﬁnds himself in the middle of an undetected world of spiritual warfare and a congressional war ﬁlled with greed and corruption. As a
beautiful young Deaf woman stumbles into the scandal, the hunt begins, and Jake Parker must ﬁgure out how to save her life as well as his own.

CASE FILES OF THE WILKINSON NATIONAL DETECTIVE AGENCY
BlueMere Books Welcome to Wilkinson’s I’m afraid Mr Hall’s running a little late, can I get you a tea or coﬀee while you wait? No? What if I tell you about some of the recent cases
we’ve been involved in? • The First Rung – Dot Sayers on her ﬁrst job, doing background checks discovers something’s not quite right about the target. • Blood and Bloody Profanity
– former cop Phoebe Swan, hired by the parents of a dead girl to solve the case that got away. • The Psychic Detective – Shirley Weaving’s not cut out for normal investigations, but
when something’s not quite right, she’s your girl. • Susan and the Gangster – Susan Murray’s following a crime kingpin until he starts following her. • The Last Case – Lily White
investigates her grandfather’s mysterious gangland murder. Yes? Then get comfortable and settle in for a wild ride.
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THE CALAPOOIA RIVER MURDERS
BLOOD IN THE WATER
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform The Calapooia Murders is about a series of murders that take place in Sweet Home Oregon. There is a serial killer among them and the body
count continues to rise as detectives try to solve these murders. The latest murder has them puzzled because there is little evidence and they're afraid he will kill again if they don't
ﬁnd solid evidence about these gruesome murders. Time is running out for them, will they ﬁnd the killer before he strikes again?

IMPERIOUS
A PARANORMAL THRILLER
Independently Published Two female students at a community college have died during ﬁnals week, and the college and the city of North Bend want answers. With no witnesses to the
crime and no obvious signs of foul play, these disturbing occurrences may be nothing more than unusual coincidences. The sheriﬀ's oﬃce and medical examiner have their hands full
as they try to ﬁnd logical explanations for the deaths. Detective Kate Pierce begins to show signs of physical distress whenever she's near the bodies, and further research leads her
to believe she could be experiencing psychic transference-she's feeling the same symptoms these students did when they took their last breaths. Kate is determined to be heard,
and when the shocking results of the toxicology reports are revealed, she and her colleagues know they're headed down the right path. There can be only one answer and only one
person involved-they just have to prove it. When another student goes missing and is soon found dead, the case breaks wide open, and the ﬁnal showdown between Kate and the
suspect puts her transference theory to the ultimate test. * All books are standalone stories but since characters carry over, they are best read in chronological order. Find all of the
books leading up to the Kate Pierce Crime Thriller Series listed in order below. The Detective Jade Monroe Crime Thriller Series #1 Maniacal #2 Captive #3 Fallacy #4 Premonition #5
Exposed Note: The Jade Monroe FBI Thriller books follow on the heels of the conclusion of Exposed, Book 5, in the Detective Jade Monroe Crime Thriller Series. The Agent Jade
Monroe FBI Thriller Series #1 Snapped #2 Justiﬁed #3 Donors #4 Leverage #5 Malice Note: The Amber Monroe Crime Thriller books follow on the heels of the conclusion of Malice,
Book 5, in the Agent Jade Monroe FBI Thriller Series. The Amber Monroe Crime Thriller Series #1 Greed #2 Avenged #3 Vendetta #4 Atrocity #5 Travesty Note: The Psychic Detective
Kate Pierce Crime Thriller Series follows on the heels of the conclusion of Travesty, Book 5, in the Amber Monroe Crime Thriller Series. The Psychic Detective Kate Pierce Crime
Thriller Series #1 Retribution #2 Imperious #3 Deranged #4 Beguiled #5 Diabolical Editorial Review: "In the second installment of Sutter's smart new crime thriller series, Psychic
Detective Kate Pierce ﬁnds herself on the team investigating how two young college students ended up dying under mysterious circumstances during ﬁnals week. While Kate has
used her intuition to help solve cases before, this time her body starts experiencing odd physical symptoms when she's in the presence of the victims' bodies. After realizing that
her symptoms are directly related to the manner in which the victims died, Kate tosses out a wild theory that proves to be correct-and puts her and her colleagues in the killer's
crosshairs. A terriﬁc thrill
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